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Purpose The effect of clinical L-3,4-

dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) doses on the binding

of [123I]N-X-fluoropropyl-2b-carbomethoxy-3b-(4-

iodophenyl)nortropane ([123I]FP-CIT) to the rat dopamine

transporter (DAT) was investigated using small animal

single-photon emission computed tomography.

Materials and methods DAT binding was measured at

baseline, after challenge with the aromatic L-amino acid

decarboxylase inhibitor benserazide, and after challenge

with either 5 or 10 mg/kg L-DOPA plus benserazide. For

baseline and challenges, striatal equilibrium ratios (V3
00)

were computed as an estimation of the binding potential.

Moreover, striatal V3
0 0 values were correlated with

parameters of motor and exploratory behavior.

Results V3
00 differed significantly between baseline and

either dose of L-DOPA/benserazide. Moreover, V3
00 differed

significantly between L-DOPA treatment groups. After

5 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide, DAT binding was inversely

correlated with sitting duration (1–5 min) and sitting

frequency (10–15min). After 10mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide,

an inverse correlation was found between DAT binding and

sitting duration (1–30 min), whereas DAT binding and

duration of ambulatory activity (1–30 min) as well as head

and shoulder motility (10–15 min) exhibited a positive

correlation.

Conclusion Challenge with 5 and 10 mg/kg L-DOPA/

benserazide led to mean reductions in DAT binding

by 34 and 20%, respectively. Results indicate a biphasic

response with a higher effect on DAT after the lower dose

of L-DOPA. The reduction in DAT binding may be interpreted

in terms of competition between [123I]FP-CIT and

endogenous dopamine. Moreover, there is preliminary

evidence of an association between striatal DAT and

motor and exploratory parameters. Nucl Med Commun
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Introduction
Presynaptic monoamine transporters such as the dopa-

mine transporter (DAT) regulate signal transduction by

controlling neurotransmitter concentrations available for

receptor binding at the postsynaptic site. Disturbances in

DAT function have been implicated in a variety of

disorders including schizophrenia, major depressive dis-

order, bipolar depression, Tourette’s syndrome, attention

deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and anxiety disorders (for

reviews, see Nikolaus and colleagues [1–3]). Moreover,

DAT function is severely impaired in movement disorders

including idiopathic and early-onset Parkinson’s disease,

multiple system atrophy, progressive supranuclear palsy,

corticobasal degeneration, Lewy body dementia, and

Parkinson’s disease dementia (for reviews, see Nikolaus

and colleagues [4,5]). As DAT function is altered to

different degrees in idiopathic Parkinson’s disease and

‘Parkinson Plus’ syndromes, but not affected in essential

tremor [6], DAT imaging with either PET or single-

photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) has

become an important tool for differentiating between

movement disorders.

Symptoms of Parkinson’s disease can be ameliorated by

treatment with L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA).

Thereby, L-DOPA bypasses the blood–brain barrier through

a saturable transporter and is converted to dopamine (DA)

by aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase (AADC) mainly

within the presynaptic terminals of striatal DA neurons (for

reviews, see Okereke [7]). There is conflicting evidence as

to the displaceability of DAT radioligands by endogenous

DA: in parkinsonian patients, no significant effect on either

[123I]N-O-fluoropropyl-2b-carbomethoxy-3b-(4-iodophenyl)

nortropane ([123I]FP-CIT) [8] or [123I]methyl-3b-(4-

iodophenyl)tropane-2b-carboxylate ([123I]b-CIT) [9,10]

binding was observed after long-term treatment with
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L-DOPA in doses of either 150–800 mg/day (plus

carbidopa, dose not specified) for 12–72 months [8],

300 mg/day (plus 75 mg/day carbidopa) for up to 46

months [9], or 150, 300, and 600 mg/day (plus 37.5, 75,

and 150 mg/day carbidopa) for 10 months [10]. Similar

results were obtained by Nurmi et al. [11] after long-term

treatment with L-DOPA (200–400 mg/day plus carbidopa

or benserazide, dose not specified) for 3 months and

by Contin et al. [12] after acute L-DOPA challenge

(100 mg/day plus 25 mg benserazide) with 2b-carbo-

methoxy-3b-(4-[18F]-fluorophenyl)tropane ([18F]CFT)

and [123I]FP-CIT as radioligands. In contrast, Guttman

et al. [13] observed a significant 16–22% reduction in

[11C]3b-(4-iodophenyl)tropane-2b-carboxylic acid isopro-

pyl ester ([11C]RTI-55) binding after chronic treatment

with 300 mg/day L-DOPA (plus 75 mg/day carbidopa) for

6 weeks.

Similarly, ex-vivo dissection studies on rats using

[99mTc]TRODAT as the radioligand revealed reductions

in DAT binding by 19 and 59% after application of 125

and 150 mg/kg L-DOPA (plus 25 mg/kg benserazide),

respectively, and a 44% reduction in DAT binding after

application of amphetamine (1.35 mg/kg, [14]). Laruelle

et al. [15] assessed DAT binding in nonhuman primates

after intravenous infusion of L-DOPA (250 mmol/kg plus

5 mg/kg benserazide) or amphetamine (10.8 mmol/kg).

In this study, L-DOPA was not found to decrease [123I]b-

CIT binding, whereas amphetamine reduced [123I]b-CIT

binding by 50%. More recently, Fernagut et al. [16]

treated MPTP-lesioned monkeys for 3 months with

intravenous infusion of L-DOPA (20 mg/kg twice daily)

observing no effect on [99mTc]TRODAT binding com-

pared with controls. In contrast, in a recent small animal

PET study on 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA)-lesioned

rats, chronic L-DOPA (10 mg/kg plus 15 mg/kg benser-

azide for 4 weeks) reduced [11C]methylphenidate

binding by 7% relative to the pretreatment state in the

unlesioned contralateral striatum [17]. Interestingly, on

the lesioned side, [11C]methylphenidate binding was

increased by 6% relative to the state before the initiation

of treatment.

The finding of reduced DAT binding after pretreatment

with L-DOPA or amphetamine may be indicative of a

competition between the DAT ligand and synaptic DA.

If endogenous DA can displace exogenous radioligands

and/or compete with them for presynaptic binding sites,

this may have implications for DAT imaging studies on

neurologic as well as psychiatric patients receiving

DAergic medication. Thus, the rationale of the present

study was the assessment of [123I]FP-CIT binding to the

striatal DAT after challenge with therapeutic doses of

L-DOPA (5 or 10 mg/kg). In clinical practice, L-DOPA is

administered together with AADC inhibitors such as

carbidopa or benserazide to prevent its peripheral

conversion to DA (for reviews, see Di Stefano

et al. [18]). As microdialysis studies have shown that

the sole application of benserazide (50 mg/kg) may

elevate striatal DA concentrations in normal rats [19],

we further assessed [123I]FP-CIT binding to the striatal

DAT after pretreatment with benserazide. L-DOPA is

known to affect motor behavior [20]; therefore, we

additionally set out to investigate the association

between striatal DAT binding and parameters of motor

and exploratory behavior after challenge with 5 or

10 mg/kg of L-DOPA.

Materials and methods
Animals

A total of 41 adult male Wistar rats (TVA, Heinrich-Heine

University, Düsseldorf, Germany) weighing 398±52 g

(mean±SD) underwent DAT imaging studies at baseline,

after treatment with the AADC inhibitor benserazide,

and/or after treatment with either 5 or 10 mg/kg L-DOPA

plus benserazide. Out of these rats, 19 were subjected to

behavioral measurements after administration of 5 or

10 mg/kg L-DOPA with subsequent assessment of DAT

binding. On three other rats, images of bone metabolism,

soft-tissue perfusion, and brain perfusion were acquired

with 99mTc-labeled tracers to delineate the striatal and

cerebellar target regions as previously published [21,22].

Animals were maintained under standard laboratory

conditions with food and water freely available. The

study was approved by the regional authority; it was

carried out in accordance with the ‘Principles of

laboratory animal care’ (NIH publication No. 86-23,

revised 1985) and the German Law on the Protection of

Animals.

Single-photon emission computed tomography camera

The small animal tomograph (‘TierSPECT’) that was

used in the study has been described in detail

elsewhere [23]. Tomographic resolutions (full-width at

half-maximum) amount to 3.4 and 2.8 mm for 123I and
99mTc, respectively. Sensitivities are 16 cps/MBq (123I)

and 22 cps/MBq (99mTc). In the present study, a low-

energy ultrahigh-resolution parallel-hole collimator

(37� 1� 0.2 mm3) was mounted in front of the detector

head. Data were acquired in a 128� 128 matrix with a

pixel width and a slice thickness of E0.664 mm.

Reconstruction was performed using an iterative or-

dered-subset expectation maximization algorithm (three

iterations, four subsets/iteration). No postfiltering proce-

dure was applied. An attenuation correction of 0.11 /cm

was implemented for both 123I and 99mTc, assuming a

uniformly attenuating medium.

Dopamine transporter imaging studies

DAT binding was assessed after challenge with 5 mg/kg

L-DOPA methylester (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen,

Germany; n = 15) plus benserazide (Sigma-Aldrich; dose,

10 mg/kg) or 10 mg/kg L-DOPA methylester plus benser-

azide (n = 16). Of the 15 rats pretreated with 5 mg/kg
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L-DOPA/benserazide, all animals underwent DAT ima-

ging at baseline; six animals were scanned further after

challenge with benserazide. Of the 16 rats pretreated

with 10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide, 14 animals were

scanned at baseline, whereas 13 animals additionally

underwent DAT imaging after benserazide.

Baseline measurements and measurements after pharma-

cological challenges were performed in randomized order,

and were 11±7 days apart. Challenges with benserazide

(concentration, 10 mg/ml; vehicle, 0.9% saline) and

L-DOPA (concentrations, 5, 10 mg/ml; vehicle, 0.9%

saline) plus benserazide (concentration, 10 mg/ml; vehi-

cle, 0.9% saline) were applied intraperitoneally 30 min

before radioligand application, as previous investigations

in rats had shown that maximum striatal DA concentra-

tions are reached at 30 min after intraperitoneal applica-

tion of L-DOPA and remain stable for B2 h [24]. In the L-

DOPA/benserazide condition, L-DOPA and benserazide

were administered simultaneously as previous investiga-

tions had shown that pretreatment with benserazide up

to 3 h before L-DOPA administration did not alter motor

responses to L-DOPA compared with concomitant

application with the latter compound [25]. Thirty

minutes after L-DOPA/benserazide or benserazide appli-

cation, animals received intraperitoneal injections of

0.9 ml/kg ketamine hydrochloride (Ketavet; Pharmacia

GmbH, Erlangen, Germany; concentration, 100 mg/ml)

and 0.4 ml/kg xylazine hydrochloride (Rompun; Bayer,

Leverkusen, Germany; concentration, 2%). Into the

lateral tail vein, 23±3 MBq [123I]FP-CIT (Datscan;

GE Healthcare, Munich, Germany; concentration range,

0.07–0.13 mg/ml, specific activity range, 2.5–4.5�
1014 Bq/mmol at reference time) was injected using a

winged infusion needle set. The tube was rinsed with

1 ml 0.9% saline amounting to a total injection volume

of 1.3 ml.

As previous investigations on rats had shown that

equilibrium of [123I]FP-CIT binding is reached at 2 h

post injection with the ratio of specific to nonspecific

striatal uptake remaining stable through the following

4 h [26], SPECT measurements were started 2 h after

radioligand application. Data acquisition was performed

for 60 min. Imaging data were recorded in a step-and-

shoot mode over a circular orbit in angular steps of 61 (60

projections, 60 s/projection) using a 65 mm radius of

rotation. The 15% energy window was centered on the

159 keV gamma photopeak of 123I.

Imaging of head and neck bone metabolism, head and

neck soft-tissue perfusion, and brain perfusion was

performed as previously described [21,22].

Behavioral studies

Immediately after the injection of either 5 mg/kg (n = 10)

or 10 mg/kg (n = 9) L-DOPA/benserazide, rats were

placed into the center of a cage with a top unit equipped

with light-emitting diodes and a charge-coupled device

camera (Phenotyper; Noldus Information Technology,

Wageningen, the Netherlands; open-field dimensions,

45� 45� 56 cm). Durations and frequencies of motor

(ambulatory activity, sitting without any movement,

grooming) and exploratory behaviors (rearing, head and

shoulder motility while the animal is sitting or standing)

were rated by one of the investigators (S.N.) in blocks of

5 min each for a total of 30 min using EthoVision XT

(Noldus Information Technology). Contingent on the

behavioral trials, animals were anesthetized and adminis-

tered [123I]FP-CIT as described above.

Evaluation of dopamine transporter imaging studies

Imaging data were evaluated using the Multi-Purpose-

Imaging-Tool (MPI-Tool V3.29; Advanced Tomo Vision

GmbH, Kerpen, Germany) as previously de-

scribed [21,22]. Briefly, target and reference regions were

identified using sets of fusion images ([99mTc]DPD-

[99mTc]tetrofosmin, [99mTc]DPD-[99mTc]HMPAO, [99mTc]

DPD-[123I]IFP-CIT), allowing the identification of ex-

tracerebral anatomical landmarks such as cranium,

orbitae, and Harderian glands and the localization of the

respective regions relative to the sites of specific

accumulation of metabolic and perfusion markers

(Fig. 1a). On coronal slices, striatal target and cerebellar

reference regions were defined using the regional activity

maxima (Fig. 1b). Thereby, maximum striatal count rates

(counts/pixel) were determined on coronal slices by

defining a circular region covering an area of 1.5 mm2,

which comprised a total of 11 pixels. On the same slices

used for the determination of maximum striatal count

rates, reference count rates (counts/pixel) were obtained

in an elliptic region (area, 7 mm2 comprising a total of 53

pixels) B15 mm posterior to the frontal cortex corre-

sponding anatomically to the rat cerebellum. A template

of striatal and cerebellar regions was positioned on the

individual images by visual inspection without changing

their shape or size. Left and right striatal radioactivity

concentrations were averaged. For baseline and treatment

conditions, the equilibrium ratio of the distribution

volumes of the specifically and the nonspecifically bound

compartment [V3
00= VT (striatum)/VT (cerebellum) – 1]

was computed as an estimate for the binding poten-

tial [27].

Statistical analysis

Dopamine transporter imaging studies

Distributions of binding data were assessed with the

nonparametric Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (a= 0.05).

Thereby, in each pretreatment condition, V3
00 values as

well as cerebellar count rates were found to be normally

distributed (0.313rPr 0.989).

Striatal V3
00 values and cerebellar radioactivity count rates

obtained at baseline, after benserazide, and after 5 or

10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide were compared with

Effects of L-DOPA on striatal iodine-123-FP-CIT Nikolaus et al. 1225
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one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) for repeated

measures (Holm–Sidak pairwise multiple comparison,

a= 0.05). In addition, striatal V3
00 values and cerebellar

radioactivity count rates were compared between

baseline and the respective pretreatment condition

(benserazide, 5 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide, 10 mg/kg

L-DOPA/benserazide) with the paired t-test (two tailed,

a= 0.05). Moreover, striatal V3
00 values obtained in

L-DOPA/benserazide-treated animals subjected to beha-

vioral analysis were compared between L-DOPA doses

using the independent t-test (two tailed, a= 0.05).

Behavioral studies

Distributions of behavioral data (duration and frequency of

ambulatory activity, sitting, rearing, head and shoulder

motility, and grooming in minutes 1–5, 6–10, 11–15, 16–20,

21–25, 26–30, and 1–30) were assessed with the nonpara-

metric Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (a= 0.05). Thereby, the

majority of behavioral parameters were normally distributed

in each treatment group (0.052rPr 1). No normal

distribution could be ascertained for rearing duration

(P = 0.032), rearing frequency (P = 0.038), and grooming

frequency (P = 0.047) during 25–30 min after pretreatment

with 5 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide and for grooming

frequency during 25–30 min after pretreatment with

10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide (P = 0.045).

For either treatment group, V3
00 values and normally and

not normally distributed behavioral data were correlated

using the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient

Fig. 1

1

(a)

(b)

2

3 3

6

5

5

4
4

[99mTc]DPD - [99mTc]DPD - [99mTc]DPD -
[99mTc]tetrofosmin [99mTc]HMPAO [123I]FP-CIT

(a) Identification of the rat striatum and cerebellum relative to anatomical landmarks. The left column shows the rat head [99mTc]DPD scan (top), the
rat head [99mTc]tetrofosmin scan (middle), and the superimposition of bone metabolism and perfusion scans (below). As these tracers do not pass
the blood–brain barrier, their distribution allows the identification of the orbitae (1), cranium (2), and Harderian glands (3). The middle column shows
the rat head [99mTc]DPD scan (top), the rat head [99mTc]HMPAO scan (middle), and the superimposition of bone metabolism and brain perfusion
scans (below). The fusion of [99mTc]DPD and [99mTc]HMPAO images allows the alignment of the cranium (2) and the cerebral [99mTc]HMPAO
accumulation and thus permits the identification of the cerebellum (4) relative to the rat cranium. The right column shows the rat head [99mTc]DPD
scan (top), the rat head [123I]FP-CIT scan (middle), and the superimposition of [99mTc]DPD and [123I]FP-CIT images (below). The fusion image allows
the identification of the rat striatum (5) relative to the orbitae (1) and the cranium (2) as visualized by [99mTc]DPD, and to the sites of extracerebral
[123I]-FP-CIT accumulations corresponding to the sites of extracerebral [99mTc]tetrofosmin accumulations in the Harderian glands (3). Furthermore,
the cerebellum (4) may be identified relative to the cranium (2) and to sites of cerebellar (4) HMPAO accumulations. (6) Olfactory mucous
membrane. (b) Template consisting of cerebellar (4) and striatal (5) regions of interest. [123I]FP-CIT, [123I]N-O-fluoropropyl-2b-carbomethoxy-3b-(4-
iodophenyl)nortropane.
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(a= 0.05) and the Spearman rank correlation (coefficient

a= 0.05), respectively.

Results
Dopamine transporter imaging studies

Figures 2a and 3a show characteristic images of [123I]FP-

CIT accumulations on coronal slices at baseline and after

challenge with 5 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide, 10 mg/kg

L-DOPA/benserazide, and benserazide alone. Striatal

[123I]FP-CIT accumulations are markedly reduced fol-

lowing pretreatment with both 5 mg/kg (Fig. 2a) and

10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide (Fig. 3a).

After 5 and 10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide, cerebellar

radioactivity concentrations (data not shown) amounted to

812±253 counts/pixel (mean±SD) and 665±117 counts/

pixel, respectively. At baseline, cerebellar radioactivity

concentrations of 693±231 counts/pixel (5 mg/kg L-DOPA/

benserazide) and 656±173 counts/pixel (10 mg/kg

L-DOPA/benserazide) were obtained, whereas after benser-

azide treatment cerebellar radioactivity concentrations

were 797±208 counts/pixel (5 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide)

and 621±178 counts/pixel (10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide).

One-way ANOVAs revealed no significant differences

between treatments (5 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide,

P = 0.289; 10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide, P = 0.901).

Moreover, no significant differences were obtained using

paired t tests (0.089rPr 0.922).

After application of 5 mg/kg (Fig. 2b) and 10 mg/kg

L-DOPA/benserazide (Fig. 3b), striatal V3
00 was 0.92±

0.24 (mean±SD) and 1.35±0.50, respectively. Baseline

V3
00 amounted to 1.40±0.42 (5 mg/kg L-DOPA/bensera-

zide) and 1.69±0.44 (10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide),

whereas after benserazide V3
00 values of 1.17±0.40

(5 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide) and 1.62±0.47 (10 mg/kg

L-DOPA/benserazide) were obtained. One-way ANOVAs

revealed significant differences between treatments (5 mg/

kg L-DOPA/benserazide, P = 0.004; 10 mg/kg L-DOPA/

benserazide, P = 0.005). Pairwise multiple comparison

procedures yielded P values of 0.001 for both V3
00 at

baseline versus V3
00 after 5 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide and

for V3
00 at baseline versus V3

00 after 10 mg/kg L-DOPA/

benserazide. Similarly, significant differences were obtained

Fig. 2

Challenge with 5 mg/kg L-DOPA

3.0
(b)

(a)
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0.4

0.6

0.8

Baseline 5 mg/kg L-DOPA
plus benserazide

Benserazide
0.0

Benserazide
HG, Harder‘s glands
NS, neostriatum
CB, cerebellum

−0.5

(a) Coronal [123I]FP-CIT images of the same rat head at baseline, after pretreatment with 5 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide, and after treatment with
10 mg/kg benserazide. The reduction in striatal DAT binding after L-DOPA is clearly visible. All images show V3

0 0 values; it is understood that the
calculation of V3

0 0 is only valid for regions of specific radioligand binding such as the rat striatum. Calculations were performed using MATLAB
(version 4.2c or version 6; The MathWorks Inc., Novi, Michigan, USA). (b) Striatal equilibrium ratios (V3

0 0) at baseline, after 5 mg/kg
L-DOPA/benserazide, and after 10 mg/kg benserazide. Rendered are means and SEM. The circles represent the individual animals. DAT, dopamine
transporter; [123I]FP-CIT, [123I]N-O-fluoropropyl-2b-carbomethoxy-3b-(4-iodophenyl)nortropane; L-DOPA, L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine.
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between baseline and 5 mg/kg and 10 mg/kg L-DOPA/

benserazide (P = 0.001 and 0.003, respectively) using

paired t tests. If the outlier in the lower dose group

(Fig. 2b) is excluded, the difference from baseline remains

significant (paired t-test; P < 0.001). There were no

differences between baseline and benserazide conditions

or between benserazide and 10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide

(paired t tests; 0.127rPr 0.384). For the comparison

between benserazide and 5 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide, a

P of 0.051 was obtained. There were no between-group

differences of baseline V3
00 (paired t tests; P = 0.081).

However, V3
00 significantly differed between L-DOPA

treatment groups (paired t tests; P = 0.005).

Also in L-DOPA/benserazide-treated animals subjected to

behavioral analysis, striatal V3
00 values were significantly

different between groups (5 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide,

0.90±0.24; 10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide, 1.16±0.30;

P = 0.047).

Behavioral studies

After 5 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide, striatal V3
00 correlated

negatively with rearing duration during 1–5 min

(r = – 0.7, P = 0.02) and sitting frequency during

6–15 min (r = – 0.71, P = 0.02). After 10 mg/kg

L-DOPA/benserazide, striatal V3
00 correlated positively

with the durations of ambulatory activity during 1–30 min

(r = 0.67, P = 0.05) and head and shoulder motility

during 11–15 min (r = 0.66, P = 0.05), whereas negative

correlations were observed with sitting duration during

1–30 min (r = – 0.068, P = 0.045) and 11–15 min

(r = – 0.75, P = 0.020; data not shown).

Discussion
Challenge with 5 and 10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide led

to mean reductions in DAT binding by 34 and 20%,

respectively, relative to baseline. The 21% reduction in

DAT binding after 5 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide relative

to benserazide-only treatment was marginally significant.

Cerebellar radioactivity concentrations did not differ

between baseline and challenges, yielding evidence

that under the present experimental conditions no

confounding effects were exerted on radioligand accu-

mulation – for example, by affecting cerebral perfusion.

As L-DOPA acts by increasing DA efflux (for reviews,

Fig. 3
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(a) Coronal [123I]FP-CIT images of the same rat head at baseline, after pretreatment with 10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide, and after treatment with
10 mg/kg benserazide. The reduction in striatal DAT binding after L-DOPA is clearly visible. All images show V3

0 0 values; it is understood that the
calculation of V3

0 0 is valid only for regions of specific radioligand binding such as the rat striatum. Calculations were performed using MATLAB
(version 4.2c or version 6; The MathWorks Inc.). (b) Striatal equilibrium ratios (V3

0 0) at baseline, after 10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide, and after
10 mg/kg benserazide. Rendered are means and SEM. The circles represent the individual animals. DAT, dopamine transporter; [123I]FP-CIT, [123I]N-
O-fluoropropyl-2b-carbomethoxy-3b-(4-iodophenyl)nortropane; L-DOPA, L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine.
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see Misu et al. [28]), the reduction in DAT binding may

be interpreted in terms of competition between [123I]FP-

CIT and endogenous DA.

Findings corroborate previous results obtained in hu-

mans [13] and rats [14,17]. Moreover, they confirm our

findings of reduced DAT binding after application of

25 mg/kg L-DOPA without joint administration of an

AADC inhibitor [29]. They are not consistent, however,

with the results of Schillaci et al. [8], Nurmi et al. [11],

Contin et al. [12], and the Parkinson Study Group [9,10]

obtained in humans and with the findings reported by

Laruelle et al. [15] and Fernagut et al. [16] in nonhuman

primates.

As mentioned above, only two in-vivo investigations on

DAT binding have been conducted in rats contingent on

pretreatment with L-DOPA; thereby, Dresel et al. [14]

determined DAT binding in healthy animals after acute

challenge with 125 and 150 mg/kg L-DOPA, whereas Sossi

et al. [17] assessed DAT binding in 6-OHDA-lesioned rats

after long-term treatment with 10 mg/kg L-DOPA. Find-

ings obtained in both studies are qualitatively consistent

with the results of the present investigation. However, in

the study by Sossi et al. [17], chronic application of the

same dose (10 mg/kg L-DOPA) led to a 7% reduction in

DAT binding, whereas in the present investigation a

much higher decrease of 20% was observed. This may be

accounted for by the differences in methodologies:

whereas in our study DAT binding was measured after

acute treatment with L-DOPA, Sossi et al. [17] adminis-

tered L-DOPA chronically over 4 weeks, which may have

induced compensatory mechanisms including a reduction

in DA release over the course of time. Moreover, in the

study by Dresel et al. [14], application of the much higher

doses of 125 and 150 mg/kg L-DOPA reduced DAT

binding by 19 and 59%, whereas in our study pretreat-

ment with 5 and 10 mg/kg decreased DAT binding by

34 and 20%, respectively, relative to baseline. These

observations imply that doses of L-DOPA in the

therapeutic range may be sufficient to markedly increase

synaptic DA.

After treatment with L-DOPA, Sossi et al. [17] observed a

decrease in DAT binding in the intact contralateral

striatum of rats with unilateral nigrostriatal 6-OHDA

lesions, but an increase in DAT binding was observed on

the lesioned side. It may be conjectured that the lesion-

induced decrease in striatal DA concentration elevated

ipsilateral DAT binding relative to the contralateral side

because of reduced competition with radioligand mole-

cules. This conclusion is supported by our own result of

decreased DAT binding in healthy animals, and also by

the fact that in studies on lesioned nonhuman primates

DAT binding was not reduced upon pretreatment with

L-DOPA [15,16]. It appears that the number of DAT

binding sites after L-DOPA depends on the extent

of nigrostriatal degeneration in two respects: the process

of neurodegeneration, first, leads to a progressive reduc-

tion of DAT binding sites and, second, diminishes the

capacity to synthesize and release DA contingent on

administration of the precursor molecule. As a conse-

quence, the reduction in radioligand binding after

treatment with L-DOPA may be related to the severity

of symptoms. This is underlined by the fact that

parkinsonian patients who displayed a significant

decrease in DAT binding after long-term treatment with

L-DOPA had a Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale

score of 23.9±6.0 [13], whereas in those investigations in

which no alterations in DAT binding were observed

Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale scores were

higher, amounting to 35.1±11.8 [8], 31.0±48.0 [11],

25.3±12.0 [12], 30.6±11.4 [9], and 28.0±13.0 [10].

This implies that disease severity must be taken into

account in in-vivo investigations assessing the effect of

DAergic treatments on constituents of the DAergic

synapse. This not only pertains to Parkinson’s disease

but also to other disorders affecting the DAergic system,

including schizophrenia, depression, and anxiety disor-

ders (for reviews, see Nikolaus and colleagues [1–3]).

In the present study, absolute V3
00 values differed

significantly between animals administered 5 and

10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide. This was also the case

in L-DOPA/benserazide-treated animals subjected to

behavioral analysis. These results indicate a biphasic

response with a higher effect on DAT after the lower dose

of L-DOPA. Biphasic regulatory actions of L-DOPA on DA

and other neurotransmitters including noradrenaline and

acetylcholine are widely known (for review, see Misu

et al. [30]); in vitro, nanomolar concentrations of L-DOPA

were repeatedly found to facilitate DA release, whereas

micromolar concentrations exerted inhibitory ef-

fects [28,31–33]. In vivo, a comparison across studies

provides less consistent results, with reports of either

similar efficacy of 6 mg/kg [34] and 12 mg/kg

L-DOPA [35], or increased efficacy of either 6 mg/kg [36]

or 25 mg/kg L-DOPA [37] relative to the 12 mg/kg

dose [35]. These findings, however, are not comparable

to our results, as the challenging doses between 6 and

25 mg/kg were applied to 6-OHDA-lesioned rats, and

contingent on chronic administration of 5–25 mg/kg

L-DOPA injected once or twice daily over 10–14

days [34–37]. Therefore, further studies over a wider

dose range and, in particular, after long-term treatment

with L-DOPA will help to elucidate the regulatory

mechanisms underlying DA synthesis and release with

respect to applied dose and duration of treatment. The

latter may be of special interest given the high incidence

of dyskinesias, motor fluctuations, and ‘wearing off ’

phenomena in parkinsonian patients under chronic

L-DOPA therapy (for review, see Cenci et al. [38]).

The observed biphasic action of L-DOPA raises the

question as to by which mechanisms the disparate effects
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on DA efflux and DAT binding are exerted. Apparently, in

the present study, 5 mg/kg L-DOPA increased synaptic

DA levels relative to the 10 mg/kg dose, leading to

increased competition between endogenous DA and the

exogenous radioligand for DAT binding sites. DA release

is modulated by a negative feedback loop, which is

established by DA acting upon presynaptic terminal

autoreceptors of the inhibitory D2/3 receptor subtype (for

reviews, see Langer [39]). Thus, it is conceivable that DA

concentrations after 10 mg/kg L-DOPA at the time of

radioligand application were lower compared with the

5 mg/kg dose, because, in the 30 min time span between

injection of L-DOPA and application of [123I]FP-CIT, the

higher dose may have promoted the release of DA in

concentrations sufficient to activate feedback inhibition

at the presynaptic terminal. This agrees with the in-vitro

findings of Misu et al. [28], who observed a blockade of

DA release after micromolar relative to nanomolar

concentrations of L-DOPA mediated by D2 autoreceptor

binding. Matters, however, may be even more compli-

cated: Misu et al. [28], for instance, attributed the

abolition of DA efflux to direct action of L-DOPA on

presynaptic D2 receptor binding sites rather than to

feedback inhibition exerted by newly released DA

molecules. In addition, after nanomolar concentrations

of L-DOPA, DA release was facilitated by interaction with

excitatory presynaptic b-adrenoreceptors [28]. Further,

previous studies have shown that L-DOPA may inhibit

acetylcholine efflux [40] and facilitate the release of both

glutamate [41] and g-amino acid butyric acid ([42]).

Interaction of L-DOPA with other neurotransmitter

systems also includes L-DOPA decarboxylation in striatal

serotonin (5-HT) neurons [43] with subsequent DA

storage in presynaptic vesicles [44] and its release into

the synaptic cleft [45]. As DA neurons are modulated by

all of these neurotransmitters (ACh [46], glutamate [47],

g-amino acid butyric acid [48], and 5-HT [49]), further

investigations are needed to clarify which synaptic site

of which neurotransmitter system is challenged by

which dose of L-DOPA and whether DA levels or

the concentrations of its precursor are relevant for the

induction of either forward inhibition or activation of

the presynaptic feedback loop.

To our knowledge, we present the first in-vivo evidence

on the association between DAT binding and parameters

of motor and exploratory behavior. Thereby, in the group

administered 5 mg/kg, lower DAT binding predicted

longer rearing behavior during 1–5 min and higher sitting

frequency during 11–15 min. In the group administered

10 mg/kg, lower DAT binding predicted decreased head

and shoulder motility during 11–15 min and less ambula-

tion and more sitting throughout the trial. These results

indicate an association between striatal DAT and motor

and exploratory parameters, which appear to be both

behavior-specific and time-dependent. In addition, our

results may reflect an inter-relation with endogenous DA:

as L-DOPA increased DA concentrations (and decreased

DAT binding), it may be that higher DA levels (reflected

by lower DAT binding) decreased behavioral activity,

whereas lower DA levels (reflected by higher DAT

binding) had the opposite effects. Further investigations

with a higher number of animals are required to

thoroughly assess behavioral parameters together with

DAT binding over a wider range of L-DOPA doses.

Moreover, as motor behavior in adult rats has been related

to striatal D2 receptor function [50] our studies in the

near future will be complemented with the joint

assessment of behavioral parameters and D2 receptor

after challenge with L-DOPA.

Two limitations of our study must be taken into account:

first, previous investigations have shown that radioactivity

concentrations in vivo may be underestimated because of

partial-volume effects [51]. Possible are also overestima-

tions of radioactivity concentrations caused by spillover

from the Harderian glands. The latter may be the case in

more rostral striatal regions, whereas the former hampers

radioactivity quantification in thin structures like caudal

striatal portions. As neither a partial-volume nor a spill-

over correction was performed in our study, quantification

of striatal radioactivity counts may have been confounded

relative to cerebellar radioactivity counts, as this struc-

ture due to its largeness and caudal localization is subject

to neither effect. Moreover, as no exact anatomical

coregistration was possible, it cannot be ruled out that

positioning of regions of interest and reference regions

did not slightly vary between animals or even between

treatment conditions in the same animal. Second,

[99mTc]DPD, [99mTc]tetrofosmin, and [99mTc]HMPAO

scans were performed on rats other than those scanned

with [123I]FP-CIT. To minimize intersubject variation,

however, animals of the same strain and age were used.

Further, rats were positioned in a custom-built head

holder (Institute of Medicine, Research Center Jülich,

Jülich, Germany) to ensure reproducible positioning of

the animals within the field of view. Notably, notwith-

standing these limitations, quantitative data obtained

with our small animal tomograph are conclusive in that

they confirm both qualitatively and quantitatively the

findings of L-DOPA-induced reduction of DAT binding

in both humans [13] and rats [14].

It may be argued that, in view of the limited spatial

resolution of small animal SPECT, ex-vivo autoradiogra-

phy or immunohistochemistry might represent more

suitable methods for the assessment of DAT after

pharmacological challenges. However, the use of ex-vivo

methods precludes the performance of more than one

trial on a single animal, whereas in-vivo approaches such

as small animal SPECT permit the use of each rat as its

own control. As a consequence, data do not have to be

pooled from several animals and tested for significance

between groups; instead, the possible influence of
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intersubject variation may be reduced by the performance

of pre–post comparisons. Besides, due to inherent

methodological problems such as variations in slice

thickness or cellular destruction in the cryosections

(‘quenching’) also ex-vivo methods are not supposed to

yield error-free results, apart from the fact that it is

debatable, in as much as findings obtained ex vivo on

frozen brain slices may reflect the conditions, functions,

and mechanisms in the brain of a living animal.

In the present investigation, L-DOPA was administered

together with the AADC inhibitor benserazide. Previous

findings obtained with in-vivo microdialysis have shown

that a single administration of L-DOPA (50 mg/kg)

with vehicle pretreatment instead of application of

benserazide increase extracellular DA by 560% [24].

Furthermore, although the combination of L-DOPA and

benserazide led to a higher increase in extracellular DA

levels compared with L-DOPA (50 mg/kg) alone, the sole

application of benserazide (50 mg/kg) also induced a

pronounced elevation in striatal DA [19]. Therefore, it is

likely that even the relatively low dose of benserazide

(10 mg/kg) applied in the present study contributed to

our findings obtained after 5 and 10 mg/kg L-DOPA by

increasing extracellular DA concentrations. This is

supported by the fact that in the present investigation

benserazide led to a – although nonsignificant – reduction

in DAT binding relative to baseline. Moreover, DAT

binding after both 5 and 10 mg/kg L-DOPA/benserazide

was decreased relative to benserazide-only treatment,

with the difference between 5 mg/kg L-DOPA/benser-

azide and the benserazide-only condition exhibiting

a marginal significance. Besides, in a previous investiga-

tion, pretreatment with 25 mg/kg L-DOPA without joint

application of benserazide reduced [123I]FP-CIT binding

to the striatal DAT by 20% [29]. Additional investigations

on DAT binding after varying doses of benserazide should

be conducted to shed further light on this matter. In

addition, studies on 6-OHDA-lesioned rats should be

conducted to gauge the effects of L-DOPA with and

without benserazide in relation to unlesioned animals.

This is important as parkinsonian patients under chronic

L-DOPA therapy receive concomitant treatment with

some AADC inhibitor, and effects on the outcome

of DAT-SPECT may be due to the concurring actions of

both types of compounds.

Conclusion
Taken together, findings yield evidence that therapeutic

doses of L-DOPA can notably reduce [123I]FP-CIT

binding to the DAT. Results indicate a biphasic response

with a higher effect on DAT after the lower dose of

L-DOPA. The reduction in DAT binding may be

interpreted in terms of competition between [123I]FP-

CIT and endogenous DA. Moreover, there is evidence of

an association between striatal DAT and motor and

exploratory parameters, which appears to be both

behavior-specific and time-dependent. Further in-vivo

investigations on normal rats and on parkinsonian lesion

models after chronic L-DOPA may be helpful in clarifying

whether, and under which circumstances, the present

findings have implications for the performance of DAT-

SPECT in neurologic and psychiatric patients receiving

DAergic medications.
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